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Conventional methods of classifying droplet breakup are evaluated in the context of unique variation in 
environmental and droplet fluid conditions. Most characterization is developed for subsonic speeds and 
Newtonian fluids, so this study extends understanding on how these forms change to a span of 
applications outside these conditions. Presented examples include the impact effects on hypersonic 
vehicles travelling through precipitation, where even smallest of rain drops at such speeds can cause 
damage. Before the droplet even reaches the vehicle, it interacts with the detached bow shock that leads it. 
Another example of exceptional recent concern is risk of viral transmission by breakup function within 
human saliva in sneezes, coughs and speaking. Such biofluid behavior is complicated by viscous and 
elastic properties, subject to molecular composition that varies person to person by function of their age, 
gender, and medical conditions.  
Both phenomena are difficult to image on the scale of internal droplet fluid flow and droplets of 
aerosolizing diameters. Thus, this study uses a multi-stage model that couples full scale simulations to 
simulations of a droplet scale. This multi-scale modelling approach develops a low cost computational 
method for system evaluation. The hypersonic impact model explores droplet breakup physics that 
resolve shock transmission through the droplet, with analysis of breakup driving factors of evaporation 
and cavitation. Similar studies are examined for the viscoelastic breakup of ejected saliva. The results 
indicate neither example can use conventional methods to characterize the droplet breakup seen. Droplets 
interacting with a shock experience internal fluid dynamics that present before the expected breakup 
form. Droplets of viscoelastic nature do not reach the expected breakup form, instead snapping back to 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Droplet breakup phenomena has been a historically well studied topic of fluid dynamics through 
time. Droplet breakup is often classified based on the shape that the breakup form takes. These 
shapes are defined into regimes by the Weber number as a measure of external conditions the 
droplet is under. The Weber number relates the drag forces on the droplet to the droplet fluid 
cohesion force and is used to quantify each break-up. The span of regimes are visualized in 
Figure 1. This dimensionless number, defined Equation 1, covers a wide range of inertial 
conditions; However it is important to note that the definition does not include other fluid 
parameters, such as viscosity, that is intuitively expected to affect breakup forms. Thus, studies 
have extended to redefine these breakup regimes to non-conventional conditions, accounting for 
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Equation 1: Weber Number 
 
Figure 1: Weber Regimes [1] 
This study strives to extend the understanding beyond the conventional definition of breakup 
forms for two examples of non-conventional conditions, based on the current needs for aerospace 
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industry and health safety practices: 1. The droplet breakup behavior and form on impact 
trajectory to a hypersonic vehicle travelling through rain, and 2. The unique behavior of droplet 
breakup for human saliva following ejection via sneeze, cough or speech.  
The first example of droplets encountering vehicles at hypersonic speeds (defined for Mach 
numbers 5 and greater) expects to see the higher Weber regimes, particularly sheet stripping and 
catastrophic defined in Figure 1, as seen in earlier studies of supersonic encounters [2,3]. 
However, the droplet will be experiencing a time-variant relative velocity upon crossing the 
vehicle’s leading bow shock, thus the investigation aims to observe a possible progression of 
forms. Other conditions droplets will encounter on this trajectory include convective 
evaporation, and potentially internal cavitation by product of internal compression wave 
reflection. These conditions and relevant studies will be discussed in 0. Following the topic 
introduction, the study methods will be defined in 0, and results discussed in 0.  
The second example of droplets from a human sneeze, cough, or action of speaking will likely 
see breakup in the lower Weber regimes. Saliva is defined as a viscoelastic substance, so the 
viscous loss of energy and elastic storage of energy is expected to alter the breakup modes seen 
for the calculated Weber number of ejection conditions. This topic is of particular concern 
amidst studies of the transmission of viral particles of COVID-19. This effort is critical to 
defining safety guidelines to reduce transmission among the population and protect public health. 
The relevant studies and physics of fluid rheology are discussed in 0. This study’s methodology 
in exploring the droplet breakup is outlined in 0, and results in 0. 
0 will discuss conclusions of the study, and comments for future work in relevant applications, 
such as fuel additives for viscoelastic behavior of injected fuels into combustion engines.  
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CHAPTER 2 HYPERSONIC DROPLET BREAKUP: 
BACKGROUND, AND MOTIVATIONS 
Hypersonic vehicles are not subject to operation under ‘blue sky’ conditions; their range of 
operation includes through precipitation of the troposphere. Under the immense speeds of travel, 
the force impact by even the smallest of rain can generate damaging loads to the vehicle. 
Vehicles will encounter precipitation in forms of liquid droplets, and in high atmosphere, 
supercooled droplets. Assuming a droplet of rain to be a sphere, forces are approximated in 
Equation 2 and graphed in Figure 2a. These loads are notably in excess of tensile yield strength 
of common aerospace materials, compared to the material strength chart of common aerospace 










       ( 2 ) 
Equation 2: Force of Spherical Particle 
Figure 2: Force Approximation for Single Rain Drop (a) and Material Yield Strengths for Aerospace Materials (b) 
[4] 
 The topic warrants careful investigation for appropriate design precautions of these hypersonic 
vehicles, per solicitations from DARPA and Naval Air Research of the past few years [5]. 
(a)                                                                                      (b) 
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Hypersonic vehicles see a unique shift in characteristic conditions from supersonic travel 
approaching Mach 5, thus considerations must be made to address effects.  
Former experimental studies [6,7] note the damage to be devastating to vehicles and pose risk 
not only to structural integrity but to housed instruments as well. Results of Army testing of 
liquid jets onto radome materials are seen Figure 3.  
Figure 3: Radome Damage Testing Results (a) [6] (b) [8] 
Shock tube and ballistics testing at NASA Marshall Flight Center and University of Alabama 
facilities further define the rain droplet interactions [9]. This study was conducted in an attempt 
to validate numerical models with experimental data. Unlike preceding assumptions of instant 
droplet vaporization, results clearly show the droplet strip into a fine mist, like the shear 
stripping regime of the Weber diagram of Figure 4. Furthermore, the mist stripped from the 
droplets possessed a velocity higher than the oncoming vehicle and creates a notable distortion 
within the bow shock layer in addition to the adding of mass in the layer. The droplets generate 
their own bow shocks and trailing expansion fans, visible in Figure 4, confirming the droplet 
speeds remain supersonic up to reaching the vehicle.  





Figure 4: Droplets Entering Vehicle Bow Shock [8] 
Upon impact, droplets are noted to release spherical shock waves from the vehicle surface. The 
amalgamation of these disturbances is seen to cause shifts in the aerodynamic boundary layer, 
and greatly influence downstream turbulence. This is an important factor that will affect 
aerodynamic stability and heating. The experimental and computational results on disruption to 




Figure 5: Water Drop Impact on Shock Layer[7] 
Further studies on the droplet itself provided insight on breakup form. The form of shear 
stripping is acknowledged to be driven via Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of continuous velocity 
shear. The form progresses into catastrophic breakup, as seen in Figure 6.   
 
Figure 6: Shear Stripping Observed of Single Droplet [9] 
Furthermore, the local flow field around the droplet was visualized by computational study and 




Figure 7: Vorticity of Shear Stripping Droplet [9] 
An unsteady coefficient of drag for the deforming droplet was calculated and shown to fluctuate 
around a steady mean value. This is noted for assumptions made in 0 for addressing droplet drag 
calculations. 
The inertial effects described are extended by the influence of a shock interaction on the droplet. 
The shock which leads a hypersonic vehicle transmits a compression wave to the droplet once 
they meet, per the fluids’ difference in acoustic impedance. This initializes a compression wave 
through the droplet fluid, which is then reflected by the droplet’s curved surface trailing edge to 
the shock. The expansion fans trailing the internal compression wave formed by the droplet’s 
curved edges are concentrated to rebound at the droplet’s far end, sending a rarefaction wave 
back through the droplet. This process repeats for which the motion can be sustained. A visual of 
this sequence, seen as the shock wave move towards the far end of the droplet and is trailed by 
the expansion fans, is seen in  Figure 8 in a comparative study of a droplet striking a surface [10]. 
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 Figure 8: Compression Wave sent through Droplet on Impact 
This impact is seen as comparable to a droplet encountering a high-pressure ratio region, such as 
directly behind an oncoming shockwave. For trials of different impact speeds, it was found that 
the region of focused minimum pressure did not vary – however, the strength and size of that 
region did increase with increasing impact speed. Contact angle also affected shock speed and 
propagation, which is noted for drops that may hit a travelling vehicle at a glancing angle. 
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The focused effect of reflected rarefaction waves creates this low-pressure region, of blue hue in  
Figure 8, which in turn stretches the liquid. If the local pressure drops below the liquid vapor 
pressure at which surface tension can no longer maintain cohesion, the region gives rise to a 
cavity of vapor or ‘bubble’ of gas. This phenomenon is known as cavitation and has been 
acknowledged to occur in fluids subject to travelling rarefaction waves. The potential for 
cavitation is identified by the Cavitation number, described as the difference between local and 
vapor pressure over the kinetic energy per volume by Equation 3. 
 
𝐶𝑎 =  
𝑃−𝑃𝑣
0.5𝜌𝑣2
       ( 3 ) 
Equation 3: Cavitation Number 
The ‘bubble’ that is created by cavitation is subject to change in volume based on the local 
pressure; it will grow with further pressure reduction and shrink with pressure increase. For the 
condition of repeating waves within the droplet, a cavitation region will oscillate in volume. For 
pure water, the critical pressure for cavitation is -100 MPa [11].  This value is far less for impure 
substances, such as precipitation populated by dirt, dust, etc. These impurities serve as surfaces 
on which the bubbles will form, as ‘seeds’ for the volumetric growth as local pressure drops. By 
the hollow spaces which cavitation creates, it is expected this will be dominating of droplet 
breakup following interaction with a hypersonic shock. The region of concentrated low pressure 
can be seen in experimental study and numerical simulation identified in the progression as F of 




Figure 9: Pressure Contours vs. Schlieren of Droplet on Impact at 110 m/s [11] 
To better observe the interaction with a shock as opposed to a solid surface, a cylinder of water 
between glass plates is studied [11]. Supersonic shocks were generated via exploding wire setup, 
and observed interacting with the droplet via high-speed imaging and shadowgraphs. The water 
column is sized at 22 mm, to give sufficient view of details of internal flow during the 




Figure 10: Shadowgraph of Mach 2.4 Shock and Droplet Interaction [10] 
The travelling shock is observed to proceed past the droplet in a behavior akin to interaction with 
a solid cylinder. The transmitted wave is visible in Figure 10d, as is the expansion wave focus 
(g) and propagation (h-i). Both Mach numbers tested (1.75 and 2.4) showed that the location of 
the expansion wave focus occurred at about 20% of the droplet’s diameter, implying the location 
of the low-pressure focus region is a function of droplet diameter. Cavitation bubbles were only 
visible for the Mach 2.4 case (see Figure 10e and f), and not in the Mach 1.75 case. The 
magnitude of transmitted pressure then is a factor for cavitation conditions. 
As the interaction progresses, the breakup form of shear stripping is clear as the primary shock 
leaves the droplet, and the droplet manifests its own bow shock. The stripped droplet mist is 




Figure 11: Shear Stripping to Catastrophic Breakup Post-Shock Interaction 
 
of the droplet begins to collapse. The dark areas within the droplet show increased volumes of 
cavitating regions, pointing to inner cavities as the droplet breaks up. These are visible in the 
bottom half of Figure 10.  Pressure sensors which are placed 5 mm in front of the droplet, 4 and 5 
mm from the inside of the leading edge of the droplet recorded the local pressures throughout the 
time lapse. 
Numerical studies followed the experimental set, utilizing pressure sensor data to match 
oncoming pressure wave data within the domain. Tati’s equation of compressibility  in Equation 











      ( 4 ) 
Equation 4: Tait's Equation of State for Higher Order of Compressibility 
In the experimental study done by Esplin, the droplet is symmetric about the centerline. The 
simulation was reduced to axisymmetric boundary conditions to match the conditions of the 
experiment. Pressure sensor readings and numerical simulation probe readings differed at a 
maximum of 30%, indicating a margin of discrepancy between the two. 
 
Figure 12: Experimental (top) and Numerical (bottom) Density Gradients  
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Beyond cavitation, heating conditions must be accounted for due to the high temperatures 
reached behind a hypersonic shock. The energy as heat generated by viscous forces at these 
speeds are large, and former studies [13,14] have shown temperatures in excess of 1300K in 
regions between the bow shock and vehicle leading edge at Mach 5. Cylindrical Leading Edge 
tests at NASA Langley for speeds above Mach 6 have shown temperatures reaching above 2000 
K at stagnation zone, at which temperature diatomic oxygen molecules dissociate. Other studies 
have defined Mach 6 conditions up to 3300 K [3]. 
 
Figure 13: Hypersonic Leading Edge Temperature Contour [14] 
Out of the forms of heat transfer the droplet experiences in the lower hypersonic bounds, 
convection is considered dominant. Radiative heat transfer is produced in the shock layer by 
excited atoms, and re-radiative by the heated vehicle. It is of greater magnitude than previously 
15 
 
considered, based on the results of the Mars Perseverance Rover Landing thermocouple data of 
the entry heat shield. Figure 14 shows the importance of how this mode increases exponentially 
with velocity beyond about 10 km/s.  
 
Figure 14: Radiative vs. Convective Heat Transfer with Respect to Velocity [15] 
The speeds of this study are below the 10 km/s mark, and so convective heat transfer will be 
considered the primary form of heat transfer and a function for evaporation.  
In the region post shock, the droplet experiences a relative blowing flow across its surface, which 
raises fluid temperature and energy up to change of phase, or latent heat of vaporization. The 
process is summarized as the effect of total energy available to the droplet on its path. The 
ambient temperature of the shock region is high, so it is assumed the transient droplet heating 
period is small in comparison to the droplet evaporation rate. The droplet lifetime is traditionally 
16 
 






      ( 5 ) 
Equation 5: Droplet Lifespan 
A simple diagram is used for visual in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Convective Droplet Evaporation [16] 
In calculating the effects of blowing flow relative to the droplet, the Film Theory model 
describes a droplet’s resistance to loss of mass and loss of thermal energy to the external gas by 
respective film thicknesses for a flow condition. The flow condition is identified by Nusselt 
number that describes temperature gradient across a boundary, and Sherwood number which 
does so similarly for mass diffusion across the boundary. The Nusselt and Sherwood numbers 
are defined via Frossling Correlation with corrections by Faeth [17], Equation 6, for turbulent 
mass transfer across a sphere. The film thicknesses are in turn defined by the Nusselt and 
Sherwood numbers for thermal and mass film thicknesses, respectively in Equation 7a and 
Equation 7b. Given the separate definition of these thicknesses to describe thermal and mass 
diffusivity, it places the traditional assumption of the Lewis number to unity invalid. The 
schematic of this model to view thicknesses of the mass and thermal films is seen Figure 16.  
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𝑁𝑢 = 𝑆ℎ =
ℎ𝐷
𝐿














    ( 6 ) 














       ( 7 ) 
Equation 7: Film Thicknesses for Thermal, Mass  
 
 
Figure 16: Convective Film Theory Model [18] 
The burning rate is solved by application of conservation for species and energy within the 
specified boundary conditions, and simultaneous solution of five resulting equations for 
parameters: fluid temperature, liquid phase surface temperature, mass fraction at liquid phase 
surface, liquid phase radius, and mass transfer rate of liquid phase. This is defined by Equation 8. 
Once the burning rate is identified, calculation of the droplet lifetime follows via the 𝐷2 law 








      ( 8 ) 
Equation 8: Convective Burning Rate  
𝑘𝑔 is thermal conductivity of the gas, 𝑐𝑝𝑔is the specific heat of the gas, 𝑟𝑠is the droplet surface 
radius, and 𝐵𝑜,𝑞is the transfer number defined by temperature gradient, change in enthalpy, heat 
of vaporization and fluid viscosity and density. While this is an appropriate estimation of a 
steady rate at specified ambient temperature, the theory does neglect an unsteady accumulation 
of the liquid phase vapor adjacent to the droplet surface. It also does not observe internal 
recirculation within the droplet, driven by inner shear motion. These unsteady effects may be 
present accompanying other internal effects, such as cavitation.  
In addition, it is important to acknowledge the possibility the droplet(s) may be subject 
supercritical conditions is the post-shock region, given sufficiently high temperature and pressure 
conditions. Projected temperatures are definitively beyond the limits of liquid phase of water 
post shock based on prior studies of mapping temperatures for a hypersonic vehicle [13], thus 
reference is given to  for evaluation based on pressure condition to evaluate supercritical 
potential. 




CHAPTER 3 HYPERSONIC DROPLET BREAKUP: MODELLING 
METHODS 
 
Figure 18: Droplet Demise Schematic [9] 
The size disparity between the scale of droplets and the field of interest is large and 
presents a challenge in computational modelling for results in a timely manner. Vehicles 
which droplets impinge on are on order of several meters; droplets on the order of 
millimeters. This large difference creates a need for a highly refined mesh on the scale of 
accommodating both the vehicle wing chord of about a meter and the droplet about 1000 
times smaller or requires additional computation for a marginally more efficient adaptive 
20 
 
meshing scheme through time stepping. A visual of the mesh size disparity of preliminary 






Figure 19: Vehicle Scale Mesh (a) and Droplet Scale Mesh (b) 
The base cell sizes of these meshing schemes differ on a magnitude of 10−3. The vehicle 
scale mesh, seen in Figure 19a, is able to efficiently resolve hypersonic, multiphase flow 
field with variation in cell sizes. Larger cells in far field regions that refine to smaller 
cells approaching estimated region of bow shock and vehicle boundary layer yield a 
steady state resolved flow field in timely manner. The droplet flow field is kept uniform 
of Figure 19b to appropriately handle travelling breakup. Inlet region is further refined 
for capturing oncoming shock conditions. The nearby droplet region is refined as well for 
view of internal waves and surface features such as mass stripping.  
The process is thus approached in an effort to conserve meshing and computational 
resources, similar to the multistage approach used in [19]. This staged approach of 
simulations and calculations breaks down the vehicle scale flow field into translatable 
data to be transferred to a droplet scale simulation, giving a closer and time-dependent 
view to droplet breakup mechanisms. It follows the following steps: 
L = 1m 
(a)                                                                             (b) 
L = 1 m 
D = 1 mm 
L= 1 m 
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1. Vehicle scale simulation, in which the multiphase flow of air and water droplets is 
resolved, and streamline trajectory identified. This is taken as a path for a single 
droplet. 
2. Data from the streamline trajectory is extracted, including: velocity, pressure, 
temperature. This data is processed into relative velocity frame for the droplet scale 
inlet. 
3. The data is imposed to a time-varying inlet condition on the droplet scale simulation, 
and run for analysis of droplet breakup. Probes within the droplet domain record 
internal absolute pressure for comparison in stage 4. 
4. The recorded internal pressures are processed through the numerical ODE solver for 
Rayleigh Plesset model of cavitation to compare the CFD to numerical model 
solution of bubble growth and collapse. 
 
















The first stage simulation is a numerical solution based on compressible Navier Stokes 
Equation 9-Equation 13 for a solution around a DARPA specified hypersonic wedge at 
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𝑉𝑗𝜏?̿?𝑗    ( 13 ) 
Equation 13: Conservation of Energy, Gas Phase 
The droplet specific terms 𝑉𝑑,𝑖 and 𝐹𝐻𝑦𝑑 are found by drag relations of the multiphase 
simulation. The acceleration of the droplet is recorded by comparing droplet momentum 
and mass to drag forces. Empirical data has shown that 𝐶𝑀 -the ratio of drag coefficients 
between compressible and incompressible conditions- approaches constant at hypersonic 
Mach numbers M > 5. This regime marks behavior past maximum point at which the 
expansion over the trailing edge aids delay in flow separation, beneficially [20,21]. 
Therefore, the drag relation at Mach 6 is modelled in the modified Clift-Gauvin 













 for  𝑅𝑒𝑝 > 45  ( 14 ) 
Equation 14: Clift-Gauvin Drag Coefficient  
Where 𝑅𝑒𝑝 is the Reynolds particle number and 𝑀𝑝 is the particle Mach number. 𝐶𝑀 
compares the critical drag coefficient in compressible regime to the critical drag 
coefficient at incompressible regime. 𝐻𝑀 and 𝐺𝑀 are empirical functions to ensure 
compressibility limits are satisfied, and to recover incompressible Clift-Gauvin limit, 
respectively. 




2 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑑[𝑉𝑔,𝑗 − 𝑉𝑑,𝑗]𝑐𝐷    ( 15 ) 
Equation 15: Hydraulic Force 
Where 𝛼𝑔 and alphas are the gas and liquid volume fractions within droplet diameter ds. 
Regd defines the Reynolds number in context of slip velocity between gas and droplet, by 
difference of (𝑉𝑔𝑗– 𝑉𝑑𝑗). 
For the vehicle, a steady state solution is all that is required to replicate an aircraft in 
steady level unaccelerated flight. At present, the droplet impact point is the stagnation 
zone at wing leading edge, so a laminar solver is used in favor of simplicity where 
turbulence is expected to have minimal to no effect. Inviscid flux scheme AUSM+ is 
employed to handle shock capturing, a system of Jacobian matrices for solving the 
conservation equations. This is preferable over predecessor Roe scheme, which lacks 
ability to capture a stationary shock and includes oscillations of a slow moving shock. 
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AUSM+ has been used to show exact resolution of 1D shock discontinuities and 
effectively preserving scalar qualities [22].  
Using terranean atmosphere as example, high range liquid precipitation is found at 4km 
altitudes. This altitude is used in reference for modelling an ideal gas in multiphase 
conditions with dispersed water droplets. The vehicle travels at Mach 6, through the 
multiphase flow seeded with droplets of 1mm in diameter, an average for small rain. The 
coupled solution forces between gas and droplets are captured via Spherical drag and 
Clift-Gauvin Coefficient of Drag, Equation 14 and Equation 15 respectively, in form 
attuned to high Reynolds Number flows. This parameter is critical in relating relative 
flow between the gas and droplet to a time-dependent frame calculated  in stage 2.  
Stage 2 uses method of Galilean transformation, using velocity and position data to 
output time. This is accomplished by transforming the droplet streamline trajectory data 
via integration. Transformation of data into the time-relative frame by integration along 
the streamline yields conditions in form of time and relative velocity for the droplet. 






      ( 16 )  
Equation 16: Streamline Time Integration Function 
Where p is a point on the streamline at time 𝑡𝑝 relative to the streamline start time. 𝛿𝑠 is 
the differential length of the streamline. The discrete points of data is turned into time 
varying inlet conditions impose to stage 3. 
This point of the multi-stage model requires acknowledgement of measuring Stokes 
number, which described the interaction of the entrained particle to the gas flow by 
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comparison of interaction time scales. The number accounts for the likelihood of particles 
in a multiphase flow to follow the streamlines of the solution fluid, which is a core 
assumption of this method. It is defined traditionally as a ratio of droplet velocity and 
length scale, in a factor of the droplet relaxation time as it relates to the particle drag in 
gas flow.  
𝑆𝑡𝑘 =  
𝑡0𝑢0
𝑙0
      ( 17 ) 
Equation 17: Stokes Number 
For a Stokes Number <<1, particles follow the external fluid streamlines. For Stokes 
numbers >> 1, as seen in this hypersonic flow, particles diverge from the streamlines and 
detach. However, in the droplet spray breakup experiments discussed in 0, we see that 
droplets still intersect the radome straight on at the stagnation zone of leading edge. The 
Stokes number is acknowledged here with caution in using this streamline-based 
approach, and translating the data to Stage 3.  
Stage 3 establishes the droplet scale flow domain in an axisymmetric frame, suited to 
expected symmetrical breakup and behavior perpendicular to flow direction. An implicit 
unsteady method steps through the interpolated time data imported and corresponding 
properties of relative velocity and pressure.  
A segregated solver defines the droplet within external gas via Volume of Fluid solver. 
This free-surface modelling form tracks the interface between immiscible fluids within a 
mesh grid cell. The explicit volume tracking method uses a marker function that defines a 
binary for gas and liquid across mesh cells; the marker function will thus have a value 
greater than 0 and less than 1 when an interface exists within a cell, will have value 1 
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when cell is full of specified fluid, and 0 when specified fluid is not present within the 
cell.  Standard transport Equation 18 tracks the evolution of an m fluid in the domain, 
under the constraint that the fluid volumes are constant. Properties are calculated via 
volume fraction average of all fluids present within the cell. Conservation of mass 
ensures the volume fraction balance at liquid/gas interface by iterative solver.  
𝜕𝐶𝑚
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑣 ∙ 𝛻𝐶𝑚 = 0      ( 18 ) 
Equation 18: Volume of Fluid Standard Transport 
The Eulerian phases of gas and liquid are defined via ideal gas model, and user defined 
equation of state, respectively. Both these phases are interacting closely and therefore 
impact each other in exchange of mass and momentum and energy, as handled by the 
Navier-Stokes set, per phase (or in the two phase system, solution of one phase and 






= 0     ( 19 ) 






= 0     ( 20 ) 












𝜏?̿?𝑗 + 𝑆𝑗    ( 21 ) 


















𝑉𝑗𝜏?̿?,𝑗    ( 22 ) 
Equation 22: Mixture Conservation of Energy 
The compressible water equation of state uses derivative function of pressure with respect 
to density, a method validated in for underwater detonation and shock propagation [12]. 
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The equation of state is defined in addition to higher order compressibility by sound 
speed by Tait’s equation [10]. In the equation b is defined by β, water compressibility. 








where 𝑏 = 2𝛽 + 1     ( 23 ) 
 Equation 23: Tait's Equation of State of Higher Order Compressibility 
 Boundary conditions of the domain include the time variant inlet which enters relative 
velocity and static temperature conditions interpolated to real time stepping of the droplet 
scale domain. Within the droplet, a point grid records pressure to relay to an external 
cavitation solver. This code is an ODE solver for the Rayleigh Plesset model, which 
accounts for viscous effects, surface tension and bubble growth acceleration. Analysis of 
imported data through the solver yields a function of internal bubble radius growth, in 
Equation 27, and collapse during the droplet’s lifespan up to impact. 
The Rayleigh Plesset model is a single ordinary differential equation based on the 
bubble’s radial growth/shrink rate. Assuming the bubble has a uniform temperature and 
pressure, surrounded by a domain of liquid far larger in comparison with an ambient 
pressure and constant ambient temperature. At some radius from the center of the bubble 
the temperature, pressure, and velocity of nearby liquid are functions of radial distance 
and time.  
The liquid velocity is assumed to follow inverse-square law for radial profile. Mass 
transfer across the bubble is conserved, in accordance to the local velocity for mass flux. 
For a liquid of much higher density than the vapor, however, the zero mass transfer form 
is approximated in Equation 24. Momentum conservation is formed with Navier-Stokes 
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equation in radial direction, with definition of velocity by the zero mass transfer form in 
Equation 25. The net force acting on a unit of the bubble area establishes pressure in 
terms of surface tension, liquid viscosity and radius in Equation 26. Plugging into 
momentum conservation, the final form of Rayleigh Plesset is seen in Equation 27. The 






      ( 24 ) 














     ( 25 ) 
Equation 25: Momentum Conservation in Rayleigh Plesset 
𝜎𝑟𝑟 = −𝑃 + 2𝜇𝐿
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑟
      ( 26 ) 














    ( 27 ) 
Equation 27: Rayleigh Plesset Differential Equation 
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CHAPTER 4 HYPERSONIC DROPLET BREAKUP: RESULTS 
Primary analysis of the external hypersonic flow identifies external conditions relevant to the 
droplet study. Measurement of the relative velocity (𝑉𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝) is calculated by specified drag 
coefficient of 0 along the forwards-integrated streamline, of Figure 22. Relative velocity rapidly 
increases, as the droplet approaches the stagnation zone of the vehicle leading edge. 
 
Figure 22: Streamline Trajectory Map of Calculated Droplet Relative Velocity 
The relative velocity is used to map the local Weber Number through the domain, indicating 
what mode of breakup the droplet may experience on its trajectory to impact. Figure 23 shows 
this calculated contour, and it is clear the droplet on course to the leading edge will experience 
extremely high Weber numbers, beyond the defined regimes, so a near immediate progress to 




Figure 23: Weber Number Contour 
Attention is then given to the heat the droplet experiences. The initial analysis performed 
approximates on basis of heat transfer being an exchange of energy. A stream tube sized slightly 
larger than droplet diameter is specified within the domain, on the trajectory the droplet follows. 
Total Energy through this volume is integrated, seen in Figure 24, and compared to numerical 
evaluation of energy associated with latent heat of vaporization. 0.7% of the droplet volume is 




Figure 24: Total Energy Available on Droplet Trajectory 
The film theory calculations, outlined in Chapter 3, completed for stream tube method validation 
estimate 0.66% of the droplet volume to vaporize within impact time. 
Since both heat analyses show evaporative potential to be extremely limited within the time scale 
of droplet travel, an evaporation model will not be included in the droplet scale CFD. 
Furthermore, the pressure of the post-shock region does not reach the critical level of 22,100 kPa 
for supercritical fluid considerations.  
Moving onto Stage II of the model the Galilean transform transformation code extracts time from 
the velocity and position streamline data. This establishes droplet location and velocity in 












Figure 25: Streamline Slip Velocity and Time Plot 
 The time defined data is exported for use in Stage III. To ensure that the droplet scale simulation 
of Stage III is suitable for shock capturing and appropriately defines the liquid equation of state, 
a validation study is conducted in comparison with study of experimental imaging and numerical 
replication of internal cavitation observed in shock interactions, described in Chapter 3 [11]. A 
time progression of the domain is seen in Figure 26, in comparison with fig.10 of the reference 
study. Probes within the domain recorded time-pressure and compared with pressure sensors of 
the experiment. Sensor 2 showed excellent agreement, per Figure 27a, and similar behavior is 
seen of Sensor 3 in Figure 27b, although a higher peak pressure is recorded by the present 
simulation. Time and pressure readings exhibit similar pattern and behavior of: compression 
wave transmission, outer shock form, concentration of rarefaction waves into a rebounded 
expansion wave, and progression to trailing vortices of the droplet and material stripping from 





Figure 26: Mach 2.4 Shock Hitting Droplet Study 
 
Figure 27: Sensor Readings, CFD vs. Validation Study  
Having established the droplet scale model validation in liquid equation of state and shock 
capturing ability, the full droplet-scale study is conducted with the input data previously 
extracted and processed from Stage II as input to the inlet boundary. The progression of the 
unsteady simulation is seen in Figure 28. Local Weber number recorded shows a near instant 
jump from 0 to 2.64E5 (seen in Figure 23 of Weber Map earlier in this Chapter), however the 
breakup form progressed with time steps into shear stripping, most evident in fig Figure 28i. This 
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occurs notably well after the impact time 1.82 microseconds, however. That implies that the 
droplet will in fact be mostly spherical in shape by the time it reaches the leading edge of the 
vehicle at Figure 28d, rather than instantaneously vaporizing as previously thought.  
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
(g) (h) (i) 
Figure 28: Droplet Scale CFD Progression 
Pressure probes on the centerline axis, between 10-30% of the droplet radius detected minimum 
absolute pressures of 1kPa by 2.4 microseconds of the time solution. This translates to local 
static pressures of -23.5 MPa, indicating clear potential for cavitation. This minimum pressure 
however is reached just after impact time.  
The probe data is inserted to the numerical solver of Stage VI, where the arbitrary initial gas 
bubble size of 10 microns is used to ‘seed’ the liquid as a surface on which a bubble can 
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nucleate. The bubble growth and shrinkage through time as function of bubble radius as 
determined by the Rayleigh Plesset solver is seen in Figure 29 in response to the recorded local 
pressure, shown at the bottom of the figure. 
 
Figure 29: Rayleigh Plesset Solution of 10 Micron Bubble in Response to Local Pressure History 
The bubble sees up to a 254% increase in volume within a microsecond, under a radial growth 
rate of about 36 m/s, and oscillation following. These results do not show a gas bubble with 
potential for expanding to droplet radius scale, and the gas bubble does not reach maximum 
radius within the impact time. However, it is important to consider that a real rain drop will have 
many particles of dust, dirt etc., and thus many nuclei on which gas bubbles will respond to 
waves of low pressure. This indicates cavitation effects will be present on vehicle impact, likely 
affecting how the droplet breaks apart into constituents that will also pose risk of impact. This 
also indicates effects that will be present for droplets on a slightly longer trajectory time to strike 
the surfaces just beyond the leading edge.  
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The research progressed further with interest of comparing the Rayleigh Plesset model results to 
a similar solution in the computational domain, acknowledging possible margin of error since the 
solver addresses the external liquid as incompressible. The droplet scale simulation is repeated 
with a 10 micron bubble of gas, centered on position of the pressure probe for which minimum 
pressure was recorded in Stage III. The simulation progressed through one cycle of the 
compression wave transmission and rarefaction wave reflection within the droplet. The gas 
bubble showed time history of shrinking with the transmitted compression wave, and then 
growth with the reflected rarefaction wave. The time progression is seen in Figure 30. Gas bubble 
radial increase is visible in the last time frame shown, where the volume fraction scalar of white 
region shows a larger area of gas. Also seen is the effect of the gas bubble interacting with the 
compression wave, creating its own area of Mach Slip at its leading edge, akin to the droplets 




Figure 30: Gas Bubble Seeded Droplet Simulation and Time Progression of Bubble Size 
This final simulation did not yield conclusive results for comparison to the Rayleigh Plesset 
solver. Further mesh refinement is expected to resolve issues of numerical divergence where 
velocities local to the bubble region rapidly increase.  
Use of a cavitation solver that addresses the external fluid of the bubble as compressible is 
desired to more accurately describe cavitation behavior, and so future work is suggested to 
reference Gilmore model as means of numerical solution.  
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Additionally, it is of interest to analyze other droplet trajectories, such as glancing cases and 
those reaching further down the vehicle, where the impact time will allow for further feature 


















CHAPTER 5 SALIVA DROPLET BREAKUP: BACKGROUND 
The process of complex droplet breakup takes importance elsewhere in applications of salivary 
breakup following ejection. This process is critical to determination of viral transmission among 
the population, which is of immediate concern regarding the 2019 pandemic outbreak of virus 
COVID-19. By May 2020, it was determined the virus could be spread via airborne droplets of 
saliva that are lifted to remain in the air for a period of time by buoyant forces. Droplets less than 
100 micrometers are subject to becoming airborne, up to 20 minutes for droplets 20 micrometers 
and smaller [23].  
 
Primary studies of saliva ejection focus on the observation and modelling of droplet plumes 
ejected from subjects in sneezing, coughing, and even in speaking, seen in Figure 31 [24]. The 
breakup of saliva starts before it leaves the body, as it travels through the respiratory system. 
Saliva is emitted from glands within the respiratory system, including those within the mouth 
and nasal regions, and shears against those surface tissues. That process determines the saliva 
droplet distribution of size and speed on exit from either the mouth or nose.  
Figure 31: Close-Up View of Saliva Ejected on Speaking of "P" Constant 
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The upper respiratory system effects are accounted for in modelling efforts of [25], where both 
nasal and buccal cavities are defined and linked to trachea inlet. The Unsteady Reynolds 
Averaged Navier Stokes and Large Eddy Simulation hybrid study examines a variety of exit 
geometries and saliva properties to match cases. Saliva is found to vary across samples based on 
sex, age, stress and other health conditions. Former studies of cough velocities provided inlet air 
injection, based on the profile seen in Figure 32. Salivary droplets were injected at sites within 
the nasal and buccal regions where primary glands exist.  
Figure 32: Velocity Time Profile of Human Cough 
From this study, the difference in plume dispersion is evident for increasing viscosity of saliva. 
Results show that for primary breakup, droplets of greater viscosity maintain larger diameters, 




Figure 33: Ohnesorge Number Samples of Jet Breakup 
𝑂ℎ =  
𝜇
√𝜌𝜎𝐷
       ( 28 ) 
Equation 28: Ohnesorge Number 
 This is expected by former studies of fluid jets with measure of Ohnesorge number –Equation 28: 
Ohnesorge NumberEquation 28– which accounts for viscosity in comparison to fluid surface tension 
and inertial forces. For higher Ohnesorge numbers indicating higher viscosity values, there is 
delay in jet breakup, visible Figure 33.  Previous study [26] of fluids across various Weber and 












Figure 34: Drop Breakup Regime across Weber and Ohnesorge Numbers [26] 
 




While study of droplet properties and their effects on resulting plumes accounted for various 
viscosity values, it does not account for the dependence of viscosity of the strain rate, and elastic 
energy component of the biofluid. This is a common assumption on other studies, as saliva is 
primarily water, per studies generated Figure 36.  
 
Figure 36: Shear Viscosity vs Shear Stress of Viscoleastic Fluids and Water [27] 
 A closer view of the primary break up shows the behavior of saliva breakup to differ 
substantially from water, seen in Figure 37 of the elongational behavior of the ejected saliva and 
breakup into droplets that are attached to a string – known as ‘bead on a string’ phenomena - 
specific to viscoelastic fluid.  
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Figure 37: Saliva Ejection into Ligaments, Beads on a String [28] 
To understand the primary breakup, it is important the physics of the viscoelastic fluid. Saliva, 
like blood, exhibits unique traits. The Weissenberg phenomena is seen as a fluid climbs up a rod, 
stretched by rod rotation. Another trait is seen in extruding swell, where a fluid jet expands 
outwards at the exit in response to the chamber pressure. Additionally, the ‘beads on a string’ 
formation seen in Figure 37, characteristic to the elongational flow of saliva. These traits indicate 
a fluid that possesses both viscous and elastic properties.  
 
The viscous properties are identified as non-Newtonian, as saliva is a shear thinning fluid. Its 
viscosity has a nonlinear relation to stress input to the fluid, and thus becomes less viscous as 
stress input increases. Viscous interactions generate loss of energy as heat in response to a stress 




input – this is a result of inner shear by inner molecular components rearranging, defined by 
motion of creep. The elastic energy component, however, stores energy in response to stress 
input. Thus, once the stress is removed, that energy is released to push the fluid back to its 
original state (depending on elastic energy available). It is seen on a stress-strain curve in Figure 
38 for the liquid that this process forms a hysteresis loop, where the energy inside the loop 
indicates energy lost as heat in the loading/unloading cycle.  
The viscoelastic properties are commonly studied using dynamic mechanical analysis, in which 
an oscillatory stress is input to the fluid [29] A complex dynamic viscosity can be described in 
this frame of harmonic oscillations, split into terms of dynamic viscosity as the real component 
and a ratio of storage modulus, 𝐺’ to the oscillatory frequency for the imaginary component. In 
whole, Equation 29. 
𝜇 =  𝜇′ +  
𝐺′
𝜔
𝑖      ( 29 ) 
Equation 29: Complex Viscosity 
Increasing the oscillatory frequency was found to decrease the viscous term, as expected for a 
shear-thinning fluid, but also increased the elastic term [29]. The storage modulus and loss 
modulus 𝐺” are described in terms of stress and strain amplitudes and phase shift angle between 
the strain and stress responses. For a non-elastic material, that phase shift angle is 90 degrees. 
Following determining response values the fluid can be modelled simplistically to stress input in 
the form of a Hookean spring, representing the elastic component, and a dashpot, representing 
viscous component. In a series connection of these components, forming a Maxwell Linear 
model, stress is equal over components and strain is taken as the total sum over components, 
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relating via Young’s Modulus. 
 
Figure 39: Maxwell Linear Spring-Dashpot Model [30] 
 It is noted that this is a highly temperature dependent property, split into regions of behavior, in 
Figure 40. Region I represents a near solid state, or ‘glassy’; Region II sees some yield and 
progresses to Region III, where the fluid is described as elastic rubbery; Region IV sees a more 
fluid rubbery response; Region V sees easy flow. The response time of the fluid is taken as the 
ratio of viscosity to equivalent stiffness of the Hookean ‘spring’.  
 
Figure 40: Young's Modulus Temperature Dependence for Viscoelastic Fluids [31] 
This model evolves into more complex and more accurate forms, including multi-order 
arrangements of the spring and dashpot. A parallel connection between the two, in series with 
another dashpot, forms Jeffery’s model [31]. This describes both a relaxation time, and 
retardation time in the fluid. 
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To accurately describe shear thinning and extrusion thickening, further development to a non-
linear model may be needed. Also, of concern is when a fluid may exceed its maximum shear 
strain at which linear behavior is seen. For saliva, that is measured 0.064 N [29].  A commonly 
used higher order model frequently used in computational simulation is Oldroyd-B, which is a 
quasi-linear, upper-convected form of Jeffery’s model. Based on its formulation and numerical 
implementation, however, the model of a fluid ligament never breaks up and thus does not 
properly replicate experimental conditions of a fluid thread [27].  
In the interest of maintaining computational cost effectiveness and use of available saliva 
parameters in referenced experimental studies, a simplistic model in form of power law corrected 
for elastic effects is included for reference. The Carreau Yasuda model, Equation 30, defines 
viscosity in terms of viscosity at rest, maximum viscosity under stress, strain rate, and relaxation 
time identified for the fluid. The relaxation time represents an overall measure of the fluid’s 
delay to motion, commonly used to express the elastic storage component [27]. 
𝜇(?̇?) =  𝜇∞ + (𝜇𝑜 + 𝜇∞)(1 +  𝜃?̇?
𝑎)(𝑛−1)/𝑎     ( 30 ) 
Equation 30: Carreau Yasuda Model for Strain Rate Dependent Viscous Term [32] 
This model has proven effective in describing protein solutions, including use for modelling 
blood [33,34]. A shear thinning characteristic is identifiable by the model, seen in plot of 




Figure 41: Carreau-Yasuda Viscosity Strain Rate Curve  
Reference is given to study of elongational flow of saliva samples across range of donor ages 
[35]. The samples were tested for relaxation times via elongational viscometer, where a sample 
was pulled between two plates and recorded with high speed camera, in reference to Figure 42. 
By measuring the elongated thread diameter, relaxation time is found as theta in Equation 31.  
 




−𝑡/3𝜃      ( 31 ) 
Equation 31: Saliva Diameter, function of Relaxation Time 
Relaxation time for whole saliva found to be 1ms [35]. The relaxation time was found to be 
higher under stimulation, and for older aged sample donors. This study is referenced in Chapter 6 
to validate the utilizing the Carreau-Yasuda model with study results of relaxation time for 
elongational flow behavior.  
The overall goal for this example study is to determine sensitivity of droplet breakup to fluid 
parameters and devise a model suitable for improvement to body-scale simulations for purpose 




CHAPTER 6 SALIVA DROPLET BREAKUP: MODELLING 
METHODS 
The process of examining a droplet of saliva in motion is familiar to the analysis of a rain droplet 
to a hypersonic vehicle on approach. The analysis follows the multi-stage approach used in 
Chapter 3, in stages as seen Figure 43: I. Reference to human body scale simulation of 
sneeze/cough jet and dispersion, II. Extraction of droplet characteristics of acceleration and size 
distribution along a streamline, III. Time-interpolated translation of streamline data to inlet 
boundary of droplet scale simulation and solution of droplet scale model.  
 
Figure 43: Multistage Model 
Reference to droplet characteristics of size distribution and speed and position with respect to 
time is given to saliva cases of study [25], discussed in 0. The inlet plane of the buccal passage is 
given the velocity profile typical to a sneeze of the upper respiratory tract, seen Figure 44. 










Figure 44: Sneeze Profile of Velocity and Droplet Distribution [25] 
Droplet size distribution released by the inlet plane is defined by experimental measurements of 
sneeze tests [25], seen Figure 44. The droplet forces are resolved into drag forces via the 
multiphase model described in Chapter 3, with adjustment to the drag coefficient under Schiller 
Naumann form Equation 32. Streamline data from the inlet plane into the sneeze jet is extracted 









3)     ( 32 ) 
Equation 32: Schiller Neuman Drag Coefficient  
Primary case evaluation in the droplet scale simulation focuses on a larger than average droplet 
diameter of 50 micrometers at time t = 0 of inlet plane ejection at body scale simulation. The 
inlet conditions of relative velocity time interpolated to the droplet scale simulation are very 
close to the velocity profile of Figure 44a.  
Within in the droplet scale simulation, the mesh takes a different form than that seen in 0 to 
better accommodate the smaller drop and relax requirements that were formerly needed for 
(a)                                                                              (b) 
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shock capturing. A highly uniform grid of base size 0.25 millimeters is used across the droplet 
domain, visible in Figure 45. A droplet outline has been added for reference.  
 
Figure 45: Droplet Scale Mesh Grid 
External conditions are defined at standard sea level. The left boundary is the inlet with human-
scale data of velocity and temperature profiles to be interpolated through time with the model’s 
time stepper. Other boundaries are defined at external conditions, and axis at the droplet 
centerline of symmetry. The simulation has two Eulerian phases: saliva (liquid) and air (gas). For 
this study, both states are treated as incompressible. The air phase is handled as an ideal gas, and 
saliva as a programmed equation of state discussed further in this section. The saliva fluid is 
tracked through the flowing gas phase by Volume of Fluid solver, like the droplet scale 
simulation laid out in 0.  
The fluid equation of state is the primary concern of this model, next to the inlet plane of ejection 
conditions. With several models listed in 0, and lack of experimental correlation for droplet 
behavior of similar size and under similar conditions, a primary study of changing the fluid 
properties of viscosity and surface tension was prepared to better understand how these 
parameters impact the breakup regimes. Through these cases, only values of surface tension and 
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viscosity were altered through a design case study of Weber and Ohnesorge numbers through the 
ranges seen from thinner to thicker saliva. Results are discussed in 0.  
The model is then developed to account for elastic effects. The elasticity in average saliva is 
weak but present and strongly dependent on internal macromolecular structure, described in 0. 
This internal structure is highly varied and identifiable on a scale far smaller than the present 
scale of study. The Carreau Yasuda model Equation 30 described in 0 is programmed into the 
fluid equation of state by defining fluid parameters of unstrained viscosity 𝜇𝑜, max strain 
viscosity 𝜇∞, shear strain rate (non-Newtonian viscous component, ?̇? ), and relaxation time 
(elastic component, 𝜃 ).The exponent a is the shear thinning factor. 
The model defines only a dependent viscous term and warrants validation for accuracy in saliva 
behavior. For this purpose, a separate simulation was constructed to compare computed fluid 
behavior to experimental observations of salivary elongational flow between plates [35]. The 
fluid equation of state was programmed for a fluid volume matching experimental initial 
conditions between two stationary plates. At time t = 0, the plates moved at a prescribed 
function; this had to be approximated by trial and error since this variable was not given in 
original reference study. The column diameter of the saliva filament was recorded through time 
by function of filament diameter. A view of the mesh at time t = 0, and t = 0.007 seconds is seen 




Given validation results discussed in 0, the Carreau Yasuda model is kept for the droplet 
equation of state in defining the viscosity term. The saliva phase is now completely defined. As 
this grid is uniform, a time step suitable to Courant number of 0.75 is set at 0.2 microseconds for 
constant time stepping through the range of measured droplet travel from plane of mouth and 
nose to the ground. 
  
(a)                                                                               (b) 
Figure 46: Morphing Mesh at (a) t=0 and (b) t = 0.007s 
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CHAPTER 7 SALIVA DROPLET BREAKUP: RESULTS 
Initial evaluation of fluid parameters are summarized in studies of Weber and Ohnesorge 
numbers. Each case is plotted in Figure 47 to identify revised regimes of breakup. Following the 
view of the initialized domain, scalars for the case of Weber number of 13 are shown in Figure 
48 to display the range of breakup forms seen. As Ohnesorge number increases, the breakup 
form is delayed or does not progress to the Weber form expected. The set of cases conducted are 
found in the Appendix. The study constructed map is akin to that of mapped fuels, Figure 34 
















 Oh = 0.008 , μ = 0.00062 Pa-s 
(a) Vibrational 
 Oh = 0.011 , μ = 0.00089 Pa-s 
(b) Vibrational 
 Oh = 0.016 , μ = 0.0012 Pa-s 
(c) > 50% Deformation 
Oh = 0.024 , μ = 0.0018 Pa-s 
(d) <50% Deformation 
Figure 48: Breakup Forms of Droplets in We = 13 Over Range of Oh 
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Examination of the Carreau-Yasuda model discussed in 0 was performed via experimental 
replication of elongational flow, per study [35]. The volume of fluid was seen to expand 
similarly to experimental photographs of the saliva diameter over time, where Figure 49 shows 
the reference study results and Figure 50 shows progression of simulation scalar fluid volume 
fraction. The comparison notes the simulation results to be about 0.003 seconds ahead of the 
experimental progression labeling, per the assigned function of plate movement. Accounting for 
this, the simulation and experimental diameters thin similarly over a span of about 50 ms. The 
thread diameter was recorded through time, and compared with experimental record of sample 
diameter, on Figure 51. The simulation curve shows a slightly less linear relation than 
experimental record, but close thinning behavior. Having captured the viscoelastic characteristic 
expected to be present in droplet breakup from the jet, the Carreau-Yasuda model was kept for 


















Figure 51: Simulation vs. Experimental Diameter of Saliva Thread through Time 
 
    
Figure 52: Saliva Droplet Under Sneeze Conditions 
The droplet exhibited a convex bend in response to the higher initial velocity of the sneeze 
profile, per Figure 52a. At We = 13 the droplet did not break up into vibrational form, as seen 
before in design study of similar Weber and Ohnesorge number. As the local velocity to the 
droplet decreased, the droplet regained some of its initial form, and proceeded to hold that form 
                        (a)                                                                                        (b) 
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in response to the then constant input velocity. The return to closer of sphere form is seen Figure 
52b.  
It is then evident that the use of a viscoelastic based function for the viscous term by Carreua-
Yasuda function showed a delay in breakup form of the saliva droplet, in addition to displaying a 
tendency to ‘snap back’ to the original sphere form when inertial conditions are lifted.  
It is of interest to apply this method of modelling viscoelastic characteristics to a body-scale 
simulation, such as mentioned in reference for sneeze velocity profile and droplet distributions, 
to see the effects on resulting plume of sneeze, cough, and speaking release.  
The work is subject to improve for handling other viscoelastic characteristics by evolving into a 
more complex model, such as a higher form of Oldroyd B that was discussed in Chapter 6, or 
‘Rolie-Poly’ (Rouse Linear Entangled POLYmers) method, which addresses inhomogeneous 
flow of entangled polymers. This would be appropriate if the Rouse relaxation time, and terms 




CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 
This study encompassed two very different forms of complex droplet breakup scenarios, with 
approach focused on using a multi-stage model. The multi-stage model gave benefit of primary 
analysis for droplet impacts by transferring data of external conditions local to a droplet from a 
full-scale simulation to a simulation on scale of a single droplet. This greatly reduced mesh 
requirements and computational solution time.  
The first scenario of hypersonic vehicles subject to rain impingement showed the shock-droplet 
interaction to be of defining impact to the droplet form prior to impact. Though previously 
thought droplets would vaporizing on contact, it was instead seen a compression wave is 
transferred through the droplet from the shock, based on acoustic impedance difference, and the 
droplet retains its shape in the early the through the shocked region. The compression wave 
within the droplet is trailed by expansion waves that concentrate on the droplet axis by the 
curved surface, and sends back a rarefaction wave through the droplet. Meanwhile, evidence of 
shear stripping is slightly visible across the droplet’s surface. The rarefaction wave drops local 
pressures extremely, creating proven regions of cavitation within the droplet. These regions are 
present when the droplet impacts the leading edge of the vehicle and expected to thus disrupt the 
breakup process into an irregular form. Other breakup factors, such as heat transfer, were 
evaluated to be of time scales much higher than the quick time of impact for the droplet to 
traverse the thin shock layer of a hypersonic vehicle.  
The second scenario of saliva breakup from a human sneeze showed the difference of 
viscoelastic behavior of the biofluid in comparison to more simplistic fluids, which are often 
used in full scale simulations for reference. Increase in viscous parameters exhibited a delay in 
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expected breakup form from external inertial conditions. To verify chosen model of power law 
Carreau Yasuda that includes an elastic term, a simulation of elongational flow was compared 
with study of saliva filament thinning, and verified a relaxation time for the fluid. A saliva 
droplet was simulated under extracted conditions for a sneeze, exhibiting a delay in breakup and 
elastic behavior of returning to original form when inertial conditions relaxed.  
The work has much room to progress, including to other applications. The unique conditions of 
each case are relevant for studies of fuel injection to combustion engines with viscoelastic 
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